
JP Weaver Co. COMPO   
INSTALLATION KIT

9014 TWO TOP BURNER: $185.00 + S&H

9017 STAINLESS STEEL PAN: $45 + S&H

9018 MUSLIN WOOD FRAME: $85 + S&H

This hand-made custom muslin frame is the one of choice 
for compo designers and installers world wide. Sturdy
construction coupled with the "breathe" of the muslin make 
easy work for steaming the compo ornament to the
perfect consistantcy for application and installation.

The Rangette two burner electric range with dual controls. 
The temperature setting and rugged construction make
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This rugged stainless steel pan is the perfect fit for depth 
and size for the range and muslin frame. Easily washable 
stainless consruction insure a lifetime of use and durability.

TO ORDER:  FAX YOUR ORDER DIRECT.  Your items will arrive by FED EX, 7 business days
from confirmed receipt of order.  FAX:  (800) 424-8462 US only or (818) 500-1798.
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Architect Cabinet Maker Contractor Designer
Milling Wood Worker Faux Finisher Carpenter

this the perfect choice for compo heating and prep. 
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9008 POINTING TOOL: $38 + S&H

With a design centuries in the making, this elegant tool is 
the only choice for "pointing" your composition 
ornament. A rigid curved point on one end and the 
pliable pallette knife on the opposite allow the installation
and pointing with the utmost quality and finnesse. 
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9009 TUMMY KNIFE: $38 + S&H

Sturdy in design, with a quality wooden handle, this knife is the 
preferred choice for cutting ornament. The "rocker" design
of the blade allow both straight and artistic cuts.
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9041 COMPLETE SET: $370.00 + S&H
Two top burner, stainless steel pan, muslin wood frame,
pointing tool and tummy knife.


